
 

Steep oxygen decline halted first land
colonization by Earth's sea creatures

October 24 2006

Vertebrate creatures first began moving from the world's oceans to land
about 415 million years ago, then all but disappeared by 360 million
years ago. The fossil record contains few examples of animals with
backbones for the next 15 million years, and then suddenly vertebrates
show up again, this time for good.

The mysterious lull in vertebrate colonization of land is known as
Romer's Gap, named for the Yale University paleontologist, Alfred
Romer, who first recognized it. But the term has typically been applied
only to pre-dinosaur amphibians, and there has been little understanding
of why the gap occurred.

Now a team of scientists led by University of Washington paleontologist
Peter Ward has found a similar gap during the same period among non-
marine arthropods, largely insects and spiders, and they believe a
precipitous drop in the oxygen content of Earth's atmosphere is
responsible.

"These two groups acted exactly the same way. They proliferated, then
they went away, and then they reappeared and multiplied like crazy,"
said Ward, a UW professor of biology and of Earth and space sciences.

He notes that atmospheric oxygen rose sharply at the end of the Silurian
period about 415 million years ago, to reach a level of about 22 percent
of the atmosphere, similar to today's oxygen content. But 55 million
years later, atmospheric oxygen levels sank to 10 percent to 13 percent.
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The level remained low for 30 million years -- during which Romer's
Gap occurred -- then shot up again, and vertebrates and arthropods again
began moving from the sea to land.

"It matches two waves of colonization of the land," Ward said. "In the
first wave the animals' lungs couldn't have been very good and when the
oxygen level dropped it had to be hard for the vertebrates coming out of
the water. I wonder if there is a minimum level of oxygen that has to be
reached or nothing could ever have gotten out of the water."

Ward is the lead author of a paper confirming the existence of Romer's
Gap, published this week in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences. Co-authors are Conrad Labandeira of the National Museum of
Natural History and the University of Maryland, Michel Lurin of the
University of Paris and Robert Berner of Yale University. The work was
supported by grants from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Astrobiology Institute and the U.S. Department of
Energy.

The paper also is part of Ward's new book, "Out of Thin Air: Dinosaurs,
Birds and Earth's Ancient Atmosphere," published this month by Joseph
Henry Press. In the book, Ward argues that dinosaurs became the
monsters that ruled the Earth for more than 60 million years -- and
survived mass extinctions that destroyed many other species -- because
they developed respiratory systems far more efficient than other
terrestrial creatures.

Dinosaurs first appeared in the last part of the Triassic period, about 230
million years ago. That was during one of the lowest ebbs of atmospheric
oxygen content of the last 500 million years, but he speculates that it
took some time, until oxygen levels rose appreciably, before dinosaurs
grew to their familiar gargantuan sizes.
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"Dinosaurs thrived and nothing else did. There's an explanation for that,
and it is that the air sac breathing system in dinosaurs and their
descendants, modern birds, is more efficient than systems used by other
organisms," Ward said.

He and his colleagues tested that hypothesis by examining the breathing
system used by birds. They found that at sea level birds breathe 30
percent more efficiently than mammals and at 5,000 feet in elevation
birds are 200 percent more efficient.

Ward pictures a world in which dinosaurs were able to adapt to low
atmospheric oxygen content relatively easily, and when oxygen levels
rose the dinosaurs developed into giant creatures that dominated the
Earth.

"I think of dinosaurs as the high-altitude Denver athletes of their day.
They ran rings around their prey," he said.

Ward also began to wonder whether respiratory needs dictated how other
organisms' bodies developed. He thought that perhaps, rather than being
based on feeding and movement, body shape and design might largely be
determined by respiratory efficiency. For instance, a mollusk shell is
typically thought of as protection for the marine creature, he said, but it
turns out the shell actually channels water across the gill to deliver
oxygen.

"An unshelled mollusk has a far greater respiratory problem than a
shelled mollusk," Ward said. "In many groups the shell is an active part
of the respiratory system."

Source: University of Washington
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